Traditionally, human-machine interaction to reach an improved machine translation (MT) output takes place ex-post and consists of correcting this output. In this work, we investigate other modes of intervention in the MT process. We propose a PreEdition protocol that involves: (a) the detection of MT translation difficulties; (b) the resolution of those difficulties by a human translator, who provides their translations (pre-translation); and (c) the integration of the obtained information prior to the automatic translation. This approach can meet individual interaction preferences of certain translators and can be particularly useful for production environments, where more control over output quality is needed. Early resolution of translation difficulties can prevent downstream errors, thus improving the final translation quality "for free". We show that translation difficulty can be reliably predicted for English for various source units. We demonstrate that the pre-translation information can be successfully exploited by an MT system and that the indirect effects are genuine, accounting for around 16% of the total improvement. We also provide a study of the human effort involved in the resolution process.
Introduction
In recent years, machine translation (MT) has made a lot of progress and continues to improve. It is successfully used in many situations, including professional translation environments and production scenarios (cf. Way 2013) . However, the translation process is very complex and is difficult to formalize. It requires much more knowledge than can be captured by machines, even when provided with very large quantities of translated texts. This means that for the majority of setups, MT requires at least some human intervention to reach publishable quality.
Traditionally, human-machine interaction during the MT process is reduced to the following procedure: the MT output serves as a draft that is then manually corrected (computer-assisted translation, CAT). This process is usually referred to as post-edition (PE). A substantial part of the current research in CAT is dedicated to studying PE in order to make this process less demanding in terms of human effort. This research is performed mainly within the Adaptive MT approach Koehn et al. 2013; Denkowski et al. 2014; Du et al. 2015) , where an MT system constantly adapts itself to the flow of the human PE feedback.
In this work, we study an alternative mode of collaboration, where the human intervention happens prior to MT. Our interaction protocol involves the following three steps: (1) automatic detection of fragments of the source text that could be problematic for the MT system; (2) resolution of these difficulties by a human expert, who provides the system with the expected translation of these segments; and (3) exploitation of this information by the MT system. Such an ex-ante human intervention in MT is referred to as Pre-Edition (PRE).
Steps (1)-(3) reproduce the typical behaviour of human translators: they will first analyze the source text, detect its parts that will be difficult to translate, then consult external sources of information to resolve difficulties before translating. This suggests that our protocol may meet individual preferences of some translators and can be proposed as an alternative or as a complement to Post-Edition (Kay 1997) .
There are other arguments in favor of PRE: it gives the human expert more control over the MT process, as it guarantees that some erroneous lexical choices or false senses will not appear in the target text. Furthermore, when difficult segments are repeated across a long document, their correct translation will be entered only once, where PE would imply multiple corrections of the same segment. 1 Finally, it is expected that constraining the translation process with human suggestions will also improve the machine output in the neighbourhood of these correct segments, resulting in indirect improvements of the MT that happen, as it were, for free.
To better assess the real potential of PRE, we seek to answer in this work the following questions: (a) Can translation difficulties be reliably identified in step (1)? Should difficulties be detected at the level of words or phrases? (b) Can the human translations provided for difficult-to-translate units be successfully exploited by an MT system? How significant are indirect improvements? What is their nature? (c) How realistic is the pre-translation protocol in terms of the human effort involved? A final question, which may be worth asking in multi-source translation scenarios, is (d) Are some source difficulties common to several target languages? Or are they specific to each language pair?
We start by describing our notion of translation difficulty in Sect. 2. We consider several types of segmentation, and experiment with multiple sets of features to identify how to best predict translation difficulties. Our results are detailed in Sect. 3, where we also analyze source-side translation difficulties for multiple language pairs sharing the same source text. All these experiments suggest that difficult segments can be quite reliably detected in the source text. We then introduce our protocol for resolving translation difficulties in Sect. 4, and leverage our automatic predictions to perform an extrinsic evaluation of this resolution protocol. Even though we use simulated, rather than actual, human assistance, our results suggest that pre-translation can be effective and that the indirect improvements are genuine. In Sect. 5, we finally present our estimation of the human effort involved in pre-translation. We conclude by discussing related work in Sect. 6 and summarizing our main findings in Sect. 7.
Methodology
The notion of subsentential translation difficulty as a system-related measure was first introduced by Mohit and Hwa (2007) . In our attempt to detect difficulties, we largely follow their specification of the problem and their resolution protocol. Their formulation makes the task quite similar to quality estimation (QE): where QE detects difficulties or potential errors at the phrase or word level on the target side, we try to perform this detection on the source side. Based on this analogy, we extend the work of Mohit and Hwa (2007) with state-of-the-art methods borrowed from the QE literature.
Problem statement and notations
Following Mohit and Hwa (2007) , we cast source translation difficulty prediction as a classification problem, where words or phrases are tagged as either difficult-totranslate (DT) or easy-to-translate (ET).
To generate training segmentations and labelings for the classifier, we start with pairs of parallel sentences (f, e), assuming that a part-of-speech (POS) tagging and a shallow parse of f are also available.
The translation difficulties we want to predict are system-dependent. We thus assume access to an MT system that generates some "draft" output e 1 (the 1-best translation hypothesis) for a source sentence f with reference translationê. We also assume an alignment a 1 between the words f i of the source sentence and the words e 1 j in the 1-best hypothesis. This word alignment also enables us to derive the 1-best translation e 1 r · · · e 1 g = e 1 [r :g] of arbitrary segments f [k:t] of the source sentence. We believe that these assumptions are realistic and that our methodology could be applied to any MT system. Statistical MT decoders generate a phrase alignment that can readily be turned into a word alignment. For other architectures, such an alignment could be obtained ex-post: either by realigning the output translation or, for neural MT decoders, by using the values of the attention layer (Bahdanau et al. 2014 ) as a proxy to deterministic alignments.
We describe below the preprocessing procedure used to label the training data as well as the various sets of features considered and classification methods used in our experiments.
Generating gold annotations
Generating labels Knowing bothê and the alignments a 1 between f and e 1 , we label the training data using the word alignment e 1 →ê computed by translation edit rate (TER) (Snover et al. 2006) . In this alignment, each word-to-word connection is labeled with a type of post-editing operation: match (M), shift (S H), substitution (S) or deletion (D) applied to e 1 j to obtainê m . From the resulting 3-way alignment f → e 1 →ê, these post-editing labels can be projected back onto each token f i as follows:
-if f i only aligns with words labeled as M, f i is labeled as ET; -in all other cases, f i is marked as DT.
These word-level labels are extended into segment-level labels as follows. Assuming a segmentation π of f, we label each segment f [k:t] as DT if at least 50% of f k · · · f t are labeled as DT; the remaining segments are labeled as ET.
This annotation procedure is illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2.
Defining segments We will contrast 3 strategies to define the source segmentation π : the segmentation into individual words (word-seg); the segmentation induced by the MT phrase-based decoder (mt-seg); and a syntactically-motivated segmentation obtained by shallow parsing (synt-seg).
Fig. 2
Labeling the sentence "Opioids may be useful in the treatment of agitation" segmented with mt-seg and synt-seg
Discussion
We have chosen to keep the automatic labeling process simple and unambiguous, keeping in mind that the resulting labels will not be entirely correct. A first source of error is the noise in the two alignment processes necessary to compute the word labels: in our experiments, the use of a phrase-based system will ensure that at least the source-target alignment is correct. Another defect of our procedure concerns the labeling of source words that are not aligned: for these words we had to make a rather arbitrary choice and label them as DT, where the alternative label could also have been justified. Third, our labeling scheme makes no distinction between translation difficulties and reordering difficulties. Such difficulties can be associated with words marked with a shift (S H) operation. However, those words are badly defined and cannot be reliably detected (note that they account for less than 5% of all words in our experiments).
The policy of labeling segments according to the percentage of correctly translated words is also rather naive as it does not take the semantic content of words into account. For instance, a segment made of a determiner and a noun will be marked as DT if only one of its words is DT; this label may be fine when the noun is DT, but is much more debatable if the error is on the determiner.
Concerning the segmentation types, we believe that synt-seg has more potential to "correctly" handle difficulties in labeling segments. word-seg is prone to tokenization errors and does not always operate with minimal sense-bearing units. mt-seg segments are idiosyncratic, whereas synt-seg chunks are consistent. Moreover, using syntseg ensures that human translators will provide translations for grammatical phrases, which is probably easier than doing so for random chunks of words. Figure 2 illustrates two labelings of a sentence using mt-seg and synt-seg.
Features
The prediction of difficulty labels relies on a feature-based representation of the input sentence. Our main source of inspiration for designing these word-and phraselevel features is the annual QE shared task of the Workshop on Machine Translation (WMT) (Bojar et al. 2017) .
Note that in our case, feature extraction uses both source-and target-side information. For QE, the majority of features is typically extracted from MT output. In our setting, we instead extract most features from MT input.
At the word level, we distinguish 27 black-box (system-independent) features and 1 glass-box (system-dependent) feature. The former include the following groups of word-level features: (a) 3 basic features (bs): the word f i , its lemma and its POS tag; (b) 20 standard features (st): this is the baseline set of the WMT'16 word-level QE task (Bojar et al. 2016) ; (c) 3 syntactic features (snt): the shallow parsing tag, the input dependency label of f i and the depth of f i in the dependency tree, measured as the distance from the root; (d) for the medical domain, we add one extra term feature (trm): a binary feature indicating whether a word is a term or part of a compound term. The term mapping was performed with the Metamap tool for medical texts (Aronson and Lang 2010) . We also extract the number of possible translations of f i , as defined by the lexical translation probability model of a system, as a glass-box feature (gl).
At the phrase level, we extract 72 black-box features and 1 glass-box feature for each segment f [k:t] : (a) 8 basic features: the sequence of words, their hypothesis translation, lemmas and POS, plus the left ( f k−2 , f k−1 ) and right ( f t+1 , f t+2 ) contexts; (b) 59 standard phrase-level features: phrase-level features used in the WMT'16 QE task, excluding the majority of POS features; to these, we add the target POS tag sequence of the aligned e [r :g] ; (c) 4 syntactic features: the constituency label covering the longest span of f [k:t] , the percentage of words whose syntactic heads are outside the boundaries of f [k:t] , and the maximum and minimum depths of a f v , k ≤ v ≤ t in the dependency tree; (d) 1 term feature: the percentage of f v , k ≤ v ≤ t marked as terms, computed as described for the word-level feature. The only glass-box feature is the percentage of OOV words in f [k:t] .
Classification algorithms
Our baseline classifier is support vector machines (SVMs) (Cortes and Vapnik 1995) , as in Mohit and Hwa (2007) . We also experiment with conditional random fields (CRFs) (Lafferty et al. 2001) , Random Forests (RFs) (Breiman 2001) and Feedforward Neural Networks (FFNNs). CRFs are a state-of-the-art solution in many sequence labeling tasks since they take label dependencies into account. Given that translations of words are interdependent, it is expected that word-level labels will also influence each other, making CRFs thus a natural choice for the word-level prediction task. Phrases are supposed to partly capture dependencies between the words they contain, but their translations are less interdependent; this suggests other algorithms such as RFs and FFNNs that handle each instance independently may be more effective.
Detection of translation difficulties
In this section, we will evaluate our methodology for detecting translation difficulties on two tasks: first on an English-to-French translation task in the medical domain, then on a multi-target translation task with English as the source language, in the United Nation (un) domain. For the medical domain, we report the results of an intrinsic evaluation of our classifiers contrasting 3 types of segmentation, each corresponding to the development of a dedicated classifier: 1 for the word-level prediction (word- seg) and 2 for phrase-level predictions (mt-seg and synt-seg, cf. Sect. 3.1). For the un domain, we focus only on synt-seg, as it is the most promising segmentation strategy (cf. the discussion in Sect. 2.2); being independent of the MT system, it also makes the comparison between various target languages much easier and will allow us to study difficulties that are common to several target languages (cf. Sect. 3.2).
Experiments in the MEDICAL domain

Data
For this set of experiments, we used the data provided with the WMT'14 medical task (train-MT ) to train a phrase-based MT system. 2 We built the classifier training data (train-classif ), as well as the development and test sets from an in-domain Cochrane English-French corpus of medical review abstracts (Ive et al. 2016) . Reference translations for this corpus are post-edited MT translations. The data were created in a narrowly specialized production setting, where post-editing was performed by domain specialists and the resulting work was reviewed by a professional translator. The development and test sets were used both for MT and classification evaluation (cf. Table 1 ). The classifier training data was annotated as described in Sect. 2.2 (cf. Table 2 ). POS tagging and shallow parsing were performed respectively using the Stanford POS Tagger (Toutanova et al. 2003 ) and the OpenNLP toolkit. 3 Figure 3 displays the distribution of DT and ET segments according to the percentage of DT words they contain, for both synt-seg and mt-seg. This figure shows that the vast majority of segments are unambiguously labelled as ET or DT; on average only 9% of all the synt-seg and mt-seg segments contain exactly 50% of DT words, which is the borderline case. Thus, we consider that our labeling procedure is only slightly biased by the approximations we use to define DT segments. 
System building
We built an English-French phrase-based MT (PBMT) system with Moses (Koehn et al. 2007 ); word alignments were computed using fast_align (Dyer et al. 2013) . We trained a 6-gram language model with modified Kneser-Ney smoothing (Kneser and Ney 1995) on the French part of the MT training data using the SRILM toolkit (Stolcke 2002) . The MT system was tuned with kb-mira and 300-best lists (Cherry and Foster 2012) . This baseline system achieved 26.48 BLEU (Papineni et al. 2002) and 0.59 TER on our test data. Pseudo PE for the sentence "Overall risk of bias was low." We simulate pre/post-edition of two DT segments: "overall risk" and "bias"
Detecting translation difficulties
Our experiments used the RF 4 and SVM 5 implementations available in Scikitlearn (Pedregosa et al. 2011) , as well as the implementation of CRFs 6 available in Wapiti (Lavergne et al. 2010 ). We built a Feedforward Neural Network with 2 hidden layers. For the word and phrase features representing source and target sequences, as well their contexts, we used pre-trained 300-dimensional word embeddings (Mikolov et al. 2013) . 7 All the layers besides the output layer used the relu function as the activation function. The output layer uses the sigmoid function as the activation function. The model is trained to minimize the binary cross-entropy loss using the Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba 2014) . We built our network using the Keras toolkit. 8 All the hyperparameters were tuned on the development set. The best performance was achieved after 10 epochs. for each condition (automatic or oracle DT labels, automatic or oracle ET labels, pseudo-post edition), we observe an average improvement in TER. We also report on the graph the slope for the non-oracle condition, which corresponds to the marginal improvement in TER for each extra pre-edited word. # denotes count, and m the slope. a PRE for medical: word-seg. b PRE for medical: mt-seg. c PRE for medical: synt-seg
To handle instability of RFs and FFNNs, each classification experiment was run 10 times. We provide averaged results. Finally, we used the random classifier implementation available in Scikit-learn to create a baseline. 9 The standard word-level and phrase-level sets of features were extracted using Marmot and Quest++ (Specia et al. 2013) . Lemmatization was performed using the TreeTagger (Schmid 1995) .
Hereafter, we report evaluation results using standard metrics: the F-score per class (F DT and F ET ), as well as the macro-averaged F-score (F mcr ).
Experiments with various classification algorithms are reported in Table 3 . RFs, FFNNs and CRFs obtain similar performance, systematically outperforming SVMs: for instance, for synt-seg, the prediction quality for SVMs is about 0.16 points below the averaged F mcr of 0.75 achieved with CRFs, RFs and FFNNs. For the phrase-level segmentations, RFs are slightly better than CRFs and FFNNs, yielding an improvement of 0.03 in F mcr for mt-seg. RFs do not only improve performance, they are also faster and easier to train, since they take segments rather than sentences as training examples. This means in particular that the data can be more easily balanced when necessary. For all these reasons, we use RFs in all our subsequent experiments and for all segmentation types.
Overall, our evaluations showed that translation difficulties can be reliably identified for all the segmentation strategies (average F mcr = 0.77, cf. Table 4 ). The prediction performance at the word level is similar to the average prediction performance at the phrase level: an average ΔF mcr = 0.01 is observed when we project DT and ET labels predicted for words (i.e., word-seg) to the phrase level.
According to the feature ablation experiments reported in Table 4 , the set of standard features turned out to be the most helpful for all the segmentation strategies (e.g. ΔF mcr = 0.08 for mt-seg). The other groups of features were not useful in our setting. The set of features used in further medical experiments includes the basic and standard features for all the segmentation strategies. For this domain, these features are sufficient to reach an average performance of F mcr = 0.77.
Experiments in the UN domain
We now assess our methodology for difficulty detection in the United Nation (un) domain with multiple target languages (Arabic, French, Russian, and Spanish) and try to determine whether this detection can benefit from having access to multiple target languages. The main motivation to study translation difficulty detection in a multilingual context is that this setting opens a range of new perspectives in terms of human effort reduction: for instance, common difficulties can be identified and possibly resolved once and for many languages; segments that are difficult-to-translate for one language can be automatically resolved using translations into other languages, where those segments may be easy-to-translate, etc. Before such perspectives are explored, a first step consists of evaluating to what extent difficulties are common to several target language pairs. We will also experiment with features extracted from translations into other languages. Note that we will only consider synt-seg segmentations, as this makes cross-language comparisons much easier (cf. the discussion in Sect. 2.2).
Data
We used the Arabic (AR), English (EN), French (FR), Russian (RU), and Spanish (ES) parts of the multilingual MultiUN parallel corpus (Eisele and Chen 2010; Tiedemann 2012) , making sure that exactly the same set of source (English) sentences is used in all systems. We applied in-house scripts for cleaning and removing duplicate lines. We used the TreeTagger tool (Schmid 1995) for RU and the Stanford Tokenizer 10 tool for all other languages. For AR, as is standard practice, we split complex words in smaller parts using the Stanford Word Segmenter (Monroe et al. 2014) .
Similar to the previous experiments, the resulting data were separated into MT and classifier training, development and test sets. The latter two were used both for MT and classification evaluation (cf. Table 5 ). The classifier training data were prepared as in Sect. 3.1.1; the corresponding statistics appear in the top part of Table 6 . Observations regarding the percentage of predicted DT words in segments produced by synt-seg and mt-seg confirm our intuition that synt-seg better models translation difficulties. For instance, for RU and FR synt-seg segments are less ambiguous: we observe on average 9% more segments unambiguously labeled as DT for synt-seg than for mt-seg (see Fig. 4 ).
Translation system building
We built English-{Arabic, French, Russian, Spanish} PBMT systems using the sampling strategy described in Gong et al. (2014) in order to obtain compact, yet competitive, PTs for our large datasets.
Word alignments were computed using fast_align (Dyer et al. 2013 ). We used 4-gram language models trained with modified Kneser-Ney smoothing on the target parts of the MT training data using the SRILM toolkit (Stolcke 2002) and kb-mira with 300-best lists for tuning. The performance of these systems is shown in Table 6 (bottom part). As expected, we can see that translation quality inversely correlates with the proportion of difficulties in each language pair: DT words are indeed much more frequent in RU and AR than in ES and FR.
Features
For the un setting, we experiment with different feature sets with a special focus on the separation of source and target features. In this configuration we will be able to investigate how much translation difficulty can be attributed to the source language, and to what extent the target language is responsible.
We extracted the following set of 189 black-box features per language pair: (a) 33 source features (SRC-feat): the group of basic features, excluding the hypothesis translation, 22 source features from the group of standard features, the group of syntactic features; (b) 39 target features per language pair (e.g. ES, FR, etc.): the hypothesis translation e [r :g] , 37 standard target features, and the glass-box feature.
Analysis of source difficulties
We now provide quantitative and qualitative observations regarding the annotated difficulties for the four language pairs both at the word and phrase levels by looking at the classifier training corpus. DT word occurrences common to all four target languages make up only around 10.5% of all the source words. Other significant groups of source difficulties are the difficulties of the systems of the 'worst' quality (e.g. 9.5% of the source words for RU, 9.4%-common for AR and RU) (see Fig. 5 ).
Note that the distribution for synt-seg is similar. These distributions suggest that the detected difficulties depend more on the language pair than solely on the source language.
Furthermore, these distributions do not show any significant similarities in translation difficulties even for related target languages, e.g. for word-seg, difficulties common to ES and FR make up around 20% of all the English occurrences, which is less than the percentage of difficulties common to both AR and RU (31%), see Fig. 6 . Another illustration of this is that around 50% of the DT segments for FR are ET for ES (cf. example in Table 9 ).
Looking more closely at shared difficulties (Tables 7 and 8) , we see that highly ambiguous English prepositions ("of", "in", and "to", in constructions with the case dependency label), comprise a substantial part of these recurring difficulties. Other frequent difficulties include the translation of English determiners, and some frequent ambiguous nouns with very general meaning (e.g. "order", "development", "place", with frequencies belonging to the highest quartile in the MT training corpus). 11 These observations lead us to conclude that only a small amount of difficulties can be resolved once and for many languages; multi-source and pivoting approaches, where translations into different languages will help each other, open up a broader perspective of MT quality improvement in a multi-target setting (Table 9) . 
Detecting translation difficulties
We follow the same protocol for training and testing translation difficulty classifiers as in Sect. 3.1.3. 12 Our results, reported in Table 10 for the Random Forest classifier, are somewhat lower (about 0.09 points in F measure) in terms of predicting DT labels to what is observed in the medical domain. Nonetheless, they show that translation difficulties can be reliably identified for all translation directions (average F mcr = 0.70).
The set of source features is enough to reach an average performance of F DT = 0.61. In general, adding target features improves prediction accuracy (by ΔF mcr = 0.04) on average for all language pairs. Adding the features for other target languages does not improve prediction quality, which we believe can be explained by the unsystematic nature of the difficulties observed.
Resolution of translation difficulties
In the previous sections, we have shown how to detect translation difficulties prior to translation with relatively good accuracy, based on an analysis of the source text and its automatic translation. These results were replicated for several language pairs and two domains. The next question is to evaluate how useful these results might be for downstream tasks, or for actual translators. To this end, we propose to simulate a human-machine interaction involving three steps: (a) automatic difficulty detection, (b) pre-translation of a portion of potentially difficult segments, and (c) constrained MT, taking into account the suggestions of step (b). Results of this extrinsic evaluation suggest that the detection of MT difficulties works as expected: fixing segments automatically flagged as difficult yields much larger improvements than fixing the easy ones. Our study enables us to measure the strength of indirect improvements (i.e. improvements of the MT system that indirectly result from having some parts pre-translated).
Simulating a human interaction with pre-edition
In order to perform an extrinsic evaluation of our method for detecting translation difficulties, we integrate its results into a resolution protocol involving pre-translation.
We limit ourselves to a rather artificial scenario where difficulties are detected and resolved on a per-sentence level, which will make analysis and comparison with postediting easier. 13 Performing pre-editing at the level of documents would arguably be 12 We artificially balanced the quantity of examples in both classes for the language pairs where we found an unbalanced proportion of ET and DT (EN-ES, EN-FR) by removing the least frequent examples of ET. This resulted in a reduction of around 34% of the initial training data and a prediction improvement of about 0.07 in F DT . 13 In all the experiments, we will translate complete texts rather than isolated random sentences. Our reference translations are thus likely to be somewhat "normalized", i.e. to contain less translation variety than random sentences. more natural for a human translator, and likely more rewarding; we will return to this discussion in Sect. 5.
Our protocol aims to replicate the following processing and interaction steps (see Fig. 7 ):
1. generate a baseline translation using MT; 2. automatically identify DT segments in the input (cf. Sect. 2); 3. ask the user to provide translations for a certain number of the DT segments displayed; 14 4. generate the final MT output, using the translations provided by the human translator as constraints during decoding.
Note that the simulation of user input (step 3) requires automatically obtaining reference translations for (some) DT segments in our test set. Here again, we use the word alignments f → e 1 →ê produced by TER. 15 Such a pre-translation scenario may fit personal preferences of certain translators when they interact with the machine (Kay 1997) . Indeed, it loosely mimics the activity of professional translators: first, analyze the source text, looking for parts that will be difficult for him/her to translate; then consult any available external source of information; finally translate, taking the obtained information into account.
To measure the effectiveness of our DT detection scheme, we study the relationship between the number of pre-translated segments (in step 3) and the overall translation quality. In each sentence, DT words or segments are ranked by their decreasing posterior class probability, meaning that segments that are most likely to be difficult are pre-translated first: we thus expect to see a sharp decrease in translation errors after just a few of these difficult parts are correctly translated. Each experiment assumes that a fixed number p of DT segments is provided, where p varies between 1 and max DT , the maximum number of DT segments in a test sentence.
Pre-translation is implemented in our phrase-based translation systems using the exclusive xml-mode of the Moses decoder. 16 To ensure comparability of the 3 segmentation strategies, for each experiment, we report in our graphs the per sentence averages of pre-translated words. 17 To measure the improvement in translation quality, we mostly used TER, which is the obvious candidate to measure the residual PE effort that would be necessary to produce an entirely correct translation (here, to reproduce the reference translation). Note that the difference in TER between baseline outputs of step 1 and the improved outputs of a system using PRE (step 4) is due to (a) more matches, directly resulting from generating correct pre-translations, and (b) indirect "contextual" improvements 14 In a more elaborate version, the user could select these translations from the variants proposed by an MT system (Cheng et al. 2016) , or/and from the cache of past translations of DT segments, thus potentially saving many keystrokes. 15 For this experiment, unaligned words in the referenceê are aligned (recursively) to the same word(s) as their syntactic heads. Dependencies were identified with the help of the Stanford Parser toolkit. 16 Note that similar technical solutions also exist for other MT architecture, see e.g. Chatterjee et al. (2017) , Hokamp and Liu (2017) for constrained decoding in NMT. 17 We round word averages to nearest integer, which may result in several TER values per each rounded value. We report average TER values for such cases.
in the neighbourhood of these good translations. To evaluate such indirect effects, for each experiment, we also compute the TER score of pseudo post-edits, where in the initial MT hypotheses we replaced translations of the DT segments (obtained from the f → e 1 alignments, as produced by the decoder) with human suggestions. No re-translation was performed (see Fig. 8 ). TER differences between pre-edition and pseudo post-edition precisely correspond to these indirect improvements.
In the experiments reported below, automatic DT detection is also contrasted with two extreme situations: in an oracle setting, we reproduce the same measurements using reference difficulty labels (computed as in Sect. 2.2) to evaluate the difference between our method and fully correct DT detection. When DT labels are predicted, the posterior probability computed by the classifier can be used to determine the order of pre-translation (e.g. words more likely to be DT will be pre-translated first). When we use reference labels in an oracle setting instead of the predicted ones, this order can be random. Our other comparison corresponds to the case where segments are pre-translated based on their posterior probability of being ET, thus simulating an extremely poor DT detection method (the worst possible classifier providing zero DT recall and classifying all the ET as DT).
We also study scenarios corresponding to the automatic resolution of the detected DT segments and show that the quality of pre-translations obtained automatically can be sufficient to obtain beneficial PRE results.
Simultated pre-translation in the MEDICAL domain
Results of the extrinsic evaluation for medical are plotted in Fig. 9a , b and c, one for each segmentation strategy. Our results show that in all cases, pre-translating all the DT segments 18 results in a massive improvement in TER. For mt-seg, for instance, the corresponding gain is about 0.35 absolute, and we see similar improvements in BLEU (31.4 points). 19 The results obtained in the oracle settings are only slightly better (ΔTER = 0.41, ΔBLEU = 37.4). As expected, the maximum average improvement achieved after constraining the translation of all the ET segments is much lower (ΔTER = 0.12, ΔBLEU = 12.6, and likewise in the oracle condition with ΔTER = 0.06, ΔBLEU = 8.4), since we mostly fix translations that are already correct. These series of results confirm that our DT prediction methodology is not only accurate, but also only mildly sensitive to erroneous labels.
The increase in performance with respect to the amount of pre-edition can be summarized by the slope of the regression function: for instance, for word-seg we estimate that each pre-edited word improves the translation by about 0.026 TER points.
Contrasting segmentations, in the oracle setting the mt-seg strategy yields the best final improvement in translation quality, with a final TER score of 0.18 (BLEU = 63.9). Bold values indicate the notable results synt-seg offers an almost equally effective alternative to mt-seg (the marginal improvement per additional word is 0.002 TER).
Note that even after pre-translating all the DT segments in the oracle setting, translations are still not perfect: the residual improvement needed to go from an average TER = 0.20 to TER = 0.0 can be explained by residual reordering and omission errors. Indeed, for the oracle mt-seg, we found that 36% and 33% of the residual edit operations were respectively insertion and shift operations.
Our figures also report the improvements obtained by replacing the DT segments with their correct translation a posteriori (pseudo post-edition on the plots). By contrasting these with the pre-editing simulation, we can assess the significance of indirect improvements, corresponding to additional matches in the MT for segments that have not been pre-edited: our experiments show that they account for about 16-23% of the total improvement. For instance, the word-seg condition yields an indirect extra return of about 0.005 TER per additional word, which is more than the half of the return observed when pre-translating ET segments.
To obtain a closer insight into the nature of these indirect positive changes, we computed the percentage of correctly translated words for each POS in the various settings (pre-edition, pseudo post-edition), ignoring the words that have been input by the user. These correctly translated words were detected using the word alignments e 1 →ê produced by TER.
We found that the pre-edition scenario mostly indirectly influences the translation of adverbs (the percentage of correct translation increases by + 5.7% absolute), of verbs (+ 3.9%), adjectives (+ 1.5%) and nouns (+ 1.1%). The intrinsic properties of PBMT (i.e. translation by composition) also creates situations where pre-translation will have some negative influence, especially on the translation of auxiliary words (e.g. pronouns, prepositions etc.), which is, however, largely compensated for by the positive influence on main POS (cf . Table 11) .
Finally, a number of difficulties can be resolved with the help of automatic resolution. Indeed, translations of DT segments can be extracted from parallel/comparable corpora. However the following questions should be asked: will such pre-translations be useful? And if yes how sensitive is the quality of PRE with respect to the quality of those automatic pre-translations? To answer these questions, we take advantage of supplementary resources for the English-French medical task in the form of a narrowly-specialized Cochrane EnglishFrench corpus. This corpus contains ≈ 31K sentences, where the translations are post-edited versions of Google Translate translations (Ive et al. 2016 ). This corpus is distinct from the dataset used in our classification experiments. Note that this corpus is too small to train an MT system with good performance and can really only be used as a complementary corpus. We used this data to obtain targeted help as follows: we first automatically detect DT synt-seg segments in the medical test set, and search for possible pre-translations in a phrase table (PT) extracted from this additional corpus. We found matches for around 60% of the initially detected DT segments. We pretranslated those segments using the exclusive xml-mode of the Moses decoder. In each experiment we used the first, second or third most probable translation option from the PT (according to φ(ē|f )). In an oracle setting, for the same 60% of the DT segments, we used pre-translations extracted from the references.
The results of these experiments appear in Table 12 , where we see that automatic resolution already improves TER by 0.07 points, as compared to the ΔTER = 0.16 improvement obtained with oracle pre-translations.
We can thus conclude that automatic resolution can be beneficial and should be attempted as a preliminary stage to human resolution. It is, however, clear that the gains in translation performance are very sensitive to the quality of the automatic pretranslations: every time we choose pre-translations of the next best quality, the overall gain reduces by around 50% (e.g. ΔTER = 0.07 with the first PT option vs. ΔTER = 0.03 with the second PT option).
Experiments in the UN domain
An extrinsic evaluation of DT detection was also performed with our un data, following exactly the same protocol as above. The Stanford Arabic Parser tool (Green and Manning 2010) and the MaltParser tool (Sharoff and Nivre 2011) for RU were used to obtain reference translations. Results of those experiments are plotted in Fig. 10a, b, c and d . A first observation is that for all languages, the number of ET words is much larger than the number of DT words. For all language pairs, pre-translating all the DT segments results in a massive improvement in translation quality, which is consistent with our medical experiments and confirms the efficiency of our methodology. For EN-RU, for instance, TER improves by 0.21 absolute, and so does BLEU (16.78 points). The difference with the oracle condition is marked, suggesting that it would be worthwhile here to improve DT detection. Again, the maximum improvement achieved after constraining the translation of a comparable number of ET segments remains much lower (e.g. again for EN-RU ΔTER = 0.14, ΔBLEU = 10.15).
Indirect improvements remain significant, accounting for about 20% of the total improvement for French and Spanish, in line with our previous observations.
For the other two languages, they are more limited and only correspond to approximately 6% of the total improvement. This may be partly attributed to the morphological complexity of the Arabic and Russian languages.
Finally, the influence per POS for EN-FR is again the strongest for nouns (see Table  11 ). A positive influence is observed for the translation of determiners for all language pairs, especially for EN-AR and EN-RU.
Comparing pre-edition and post-edition
In this section, we investigate how realistic the pre-translation protocol is in terms of the human effort involved. We first present differences between the post-and the preediting processes. We then compare (simulated) pre-translation effort with (simulated) post-edition effort, suggesting that pre-edition might also be viable in terms of actual human cost.
Post-edition
Post-edition is the process of having a human operator edit and revise the output of an automatic translation system. Assuming that the initial translation is sufficiently good, PE has the potential to greatly speed up the production of high-quality translations in comparison to a human translation; it is also often acknowledged to yield translations that can be more consistent than human translation. PE is often used in combination with adaptive MT, where the system instantly learns from the editor's input, thereby continuously improving the MT through online updates.
PRE mostly differs from PE in that it aims to fix the MT system before any translation is actually generated: the effort required resembles what human translators actually do when preparing for new translations. As PRE is meant to improve MT output, it can be applied separately or in conjunction with PE, with the effect of reducing the final PE effort. Targeted versions of both processes are meant to solicit human assistance only where needed and to reduce human cognitive effort of analyzing poor MT.
Assessing human effort
Measuring TER scores when a certain quantity of DT segments is pre-translated (as we did above) tells only part of the story, since this might well be an unrealistic effort for the human pre-editors. In this section, we compute the improvements in TER as a function of the number of (simulated) keystrokes (characters) a human would have to type to provide the reference translation. We reproduce the plots of Sect. 4.2 with a different x-axis and report per-sentence averages of keystrokes.
We compare this effort to the one involved in (a) conventional PE, as well as (b) PE+online adaptation, where the hypotheses are generated by a system performing online updates to its models after each post-edited sentence. To implement this comparison, we also simulated the latter procedure, using again the e 1 →ê alignments produced by TER. In each experiment, we 'correct' a certain number of words c in each test sentence. c is incremented from 1 to max TER , the maximum quantity of words in a sentence that should be corrected to obtain a reference as prescribed by TER. 'Correction' involves the following operations: we replace substituted words with their reference translations, remove deleted words and insert the corresponding reference tokens. We again measure the number of typed-in characters as a proxy to the human effort. We use edit distance (Levenshtein 1966) for substituted words, otherwise the length of deleted or inserted words is used. More costly operations (in terms of input characters) are applied first. To compare PRE to PE+online adaptation, we took advantage of the Moses implementation of adaptive PBMT (Germann 2015) . For the online adaptation of feature weights, we re-implemented the solution proposed by Mathur et al. (2013) in the current version of Moses (as of October 2016). In a nutshell, this method stores the training data in efficient data structures so that models can be re-estimated for each new input taking previous feedback into account. Those updates are accompanied by online updates of model weights that are meant to increase the score of hypotheses that are close to post-edited translations.
Results
A medical PBMT system implementing online updates was created as described in Sect. 3.1.2. To simulate user feedback we used the same development and test sets, as well as MGIZA (Gao and Vogel 2008) f →ê alignments. Parameters for the online adaptation of feature weights were tuned on the development set using the Simplex Algorithm (Nelder and Mead 1965) . The quality improvement quality for this system is of ΔTER = 0.16, ΔBLEU = 15.63 as compared to the static system. Figure 11 plots the human effort for PRE word-seg and both kinds of PE. Each point on those plots denotes an experiment, where we simulated correction or input (in the case of pre-translation) of a certain number of words in each test sentence. For instance, if a user types in around 20 characters per sentence to correct MT output, the quality of the static MT output will improve by ΔTER = 0.04 (blue triangle), while the quality of the adaptive MT output will improve by ΔTER = 0.06 (green diamond). Furthermore, if a user types in around 20 characters to pre-translate a certain number of DT words per test sentence, the quality of the output will improve by ΔTER = 0.09 (red square).
According to those results, the human effort reduction for the static PE is similar to that of PRE: PRE word-seg yields an additional decrease of ΔTER = 0.0002 per character as compared to PE. The PE with online updates is only slightly more effective: an additional decrease of ΔTER = 0.0005 per character as compared to PRE word-seg.
Note that our automatic measurements of the human PE effort are quite optimistic, as in real-life settings we cannot expect post-editors to perfectly optimize their keystrokes. Furthermore, the simulation of PE experiments does not take into account the cognitive effort needed to localize the required correction(s). We also put the PE with online updates in a very favorable condition by updating the models with the alignments statically produced by MGIZA. We consider that our PRE scenario remains competitive in terms of the human effort involved, and believe that the comparative merit of both approaches (PRE and PE) will only be resolved through experiments involving human pre-and post-editors.
Related work
The task of automatically detecting translation difficulty in the source text was introduced by Mohit and Hwa (2007) . They cast the task of detecting difficult segments as a binary classification task, considering only segments that are syntactically motivated, also with additional length requirements: Mohit and Hwa (2007) consider only parse tree constituents, whose string span is between 25% and 75% of the full sentence length. The notion of DT segments used in this early work significantly differs from ours: a phrase is marked as difficult-to-translate if the removal of its translation from an MT hypothesis would yield a positive impact on the resulting document-level BLEU score (assuming the reference would also be simplified accordingly). Mohit and Hwa (2007) consider rather long idiosyncratic syntactic units (with an average length of 8.8 Arabic words for DT). We do not use their approach as a baseline in our work since their definition of DT is crucially different from ours and the DT segments they obtain can hardly be resolvable in practice. Segments of such length can hardly be generalizable over their occurrences, and we do not consider that they would be suitable for human resolution. They would also be difficult to mine in the case of automatic resolution. Using this definition of DT units, these authors found that SVM-based classifiers performed quite reliably for their Arabic-English data, with an average accuracy of 72%.
We borrow from this work the assumption that translation difficulties are directly related to translation quality, marking phrases as DT or ET depending on whether they are 'correctly' translated. For this purpose, we use the automatic hypothesis → reference alignment as produced by TER to detect 'incorrectly' translated segments. This procedure does not require us to artificially alter source or target sentences. Like Mohit and Hwa (2007) , we also consider syntactic segments, as well as two additional segmentation strategies. However, we do not impose any length constraints on segments, and thus eventually consider shorter phrases than these authors (around 1.6 words on average for synt-seg), which probably makes our detection task somewhat harder than theirs.
Another closely related work is that of Cheng et al. (2016) , who propose a PickRevise approach to Interactive MT (PRIMT). In PRIMT, a user interacts with an MT system in the following way: observing an initial automatic translation, the user picks a difficult source segment and provides a better translation (revision) for this segment, which is then used to produce a hopefully improved MT output. This process can be iterated multiple times. The authors discuss ways to automate these two steps, yielding an interaction protocol, which can be viewed as an online version of our simulation. Automatic picking here is also viewed as a binary task, using the following definition of difficulty: a word is difficult-to-translate if constraining its translation significantly improves the quality of a re-translated sentence (measured using BLEU) as compared to improvements obtained for other phrases in the same sentence. Note that this definition favours phrases whose correct translations have larger indirect effects. The authors experiment with Maximum Entropy classification models, SVMs and Feedforward Neural Networks, with the last yielding the best performance in their experiments.
Our work also draws much of its inspiration from recent developments in automatic QE, and the design of our classification protocol (features, classification algorithms) is similar to what is typically done in QE; this is especially the case for phrase-level settings (Logacheva and Specia 2015) . Contrarily to QE, our source-oriented context enables us to perform multi-target experiments: we thus consider our approach to be more practical, as well as a nice testbed for studying source-language and languagepair effects. Our main new contribution relative to phrase-level QE is again the study of syntactically-motivated segmentations and multilingual features.
More generally, the idea of targeted PRE goes back to the Human-Assisted MT systems of the end of the previous century (Kay 1973; Tomita 1985; Brown and Nirenburg 1990; Blanchon 1992) , which were focused on resolving local ambiguities through ex-ante human intervention. Modern adaptive MT (Denkowski et al. 2014; Mathur et al. 2014; Wuebker et al. 2015) learns from human corrections to automatic translations in order to improve subsequent output. However, in a real-life setting, checking the long-term validity of such updates is often impossible. In fact, in case of erroneous feedback or of too frequent updates, adaptive MT even risks being harmful to output quality. This issue is usually addressed by ex-post Active Learning (AL) strategies (González-Rubio et al. 2012; Alabau et al. 2014; Du et al. 2015) , which select which part of human feedback will be used for updates to make them more efficient. Our resolution protocol can be viewed as an ex-ante AL solution to obtain supplementary human information that will be used for targeted adaptation of MT.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have studied how human-machine interaction can be used to improve MT output. We have proposed a scenario that involves the detection of MT translation difficulties and their resolution by pre-translation. Solving difficulties ex-ante, rather than ex-post in a PE setting gives the translator a very transparent and predictable way to alter MT behaviour, and could meet individual interaction preferences of some professionals.
Our main conclusions are the following: (a) DT segments can be reliably identified at different segmentation levels, even with relatively simple system-independent sets of features; (b) asking a human to pre-translate these segments can be useful to improve MT quality; the indirect effects of pre-edition are genuine (up to 20% of the total improvement in translation quality); they can be both positive and negative; (c) our PRE scenario is realistic in terms of the human effort involved; and (d) translation difficulties depend on the language pair, rather than solely on the source language.
In the future, we plan to reproduce our study for other types of MT, including neural MT and other language pairs. Developing realistic scenarios for detecting and pre-translating DT segments at the document level in a multilingual setting is one of our priorities. The main challenge for document-level resolution is to choose a set of DT segments that should be (a) likely to improve significantly the translation in multiple places (including direct and indirect effects), and (b) whose translation should be as context-independent as possible, so that the same pre-translation can be reused multiple times. In this respect, an interesting perspective is proposed by Bandit Learning (Bubeck and Cesa-Bianchi 2012) , which seeks to maximize long-term reward (here automatic translation quality) based on actual human activity, without any knowledge of the internals of the system's behaviour.
Another line of improvements to our methodology is to go beyond the formal evaluation of translation quality as proposed by naive reference-based metrics such as BLEU or TER. This would allow us to introduce semantic-based labelings of ET and DT, with the view that DT segments should be defined as segments whose translation yields a significant information loss.
Finally, we also wish to make translation difficulty resolution automatic. Indeed, once DT and ET segments are detected in the input, it is possible to search for translations of DT segments using additional sources of information, e.g. non-parallel corpora, or using multi-source and pivot systems. The latter resolution strategy, implemented through system combination, could help to locally improve MT without jeopardizing the quality of already 'correctly' translated segments.
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